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Femtochemistry: Recent Progress in Studies of Dynamics and Control of Reactions and Their Transition States Ahmed H. Zewail Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 ReceiVed: February 29, 1996X



This review article to The Centennial Issue of The Journal of Physical Chemistry discusses some concepts and perspectives in femtochemistry. With examples, we highlight the recent progress made in the applications to studies of dynamics and control of chemical reactions and their transition states in different systems and phases. Some new opportunities and developments are also discussed.



I. Introduction and Perspectives This Centennial Issue of The Journal of Physical Chemistry marks not only its achievements since birth in 1896 but also an era of great scientific contributions to the field of chemical dynamics. Pioneering work in the studies of molecular reaction dynamics, which continued over a century, led to new methods of experimentation and to new concepts. Letokhov1 has identified “three waves” in the development of molecular dynamics, depending on the time scale. In this account we focus on the third wave characterized by femtosecond time resolution. Chemistry occurring on this time scale, femtochemistry, is microscopic, on the length scale of a bond, allowing us to address the nature of transition states and their control, a subject also started in the first part of this century. How do reactions proceed and what are their rates? Arrhenius2 gave the first description of the change in rates of chemical reactions with temperature and formulated (1889) the familiar expression for the rate constant,



k ) A exp(-Ea /kT)



(1)



which, as Arrhenius acknowledges, has its roots in van’t Hoff’s (1884) equations.3 Besides the value of eq 1 in the well-known plots of “ln k vs 1/T” to obtain the energy of activation Ea, Arrhenius introduced a “hypothetical body”, now known as the “activated complex”, a central concept in the theory of reaction ratessthe reaction, because of collisions or other means, proceeds only if the energy is sufficient to exceed a barrier whose energy describes the nature of the complex. Various experimental data for different temperatures T were treated with eq 1, giving Ea and the preexponential factor A. A few years after Arrhenius’ contribution, Bodenstein (1894)4 published a landmark paper on the hydrogen/iodine system, which has played an important role in the development of gasphase chemical kinetics, in the attempt to understand elementary reaction mechanisms. In the 1920s, Lindemann (1922)5 and Hinshelwood (1926)6 and others developed, for unimolecular gas-phase reactions, elementary mechanisms with different steps, defining activation, energy redistribution, and chemical rates. By 1928, the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel (RRK) theory was formulated, and Marcus, starting in 1952, blended RRK and transition state theories in a direction which brought into focus the nature of the initial and transition-state vibrations in what is now known as the RRKM theory of chemical kinetics.7 The rate constant, k(T), described above, does not provide a detailed molecular picture of the reaction. This is because k(T) X
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is an average of the microscopic, reagent-state to product-state rate coefficients over all possible encounters. These might include different relative velocities, mutual orientations, vibrational and rotational phases, and impact parameters. A new way was needed to describe, with some quantitative measure, the process itself of chemical reaction: how reagent molecules approach, collide, exchange energy, sometimes break bonds and make new ones, and finally separate into products. Such a description is the goal of molecular reaction dynamics.8 For some time, theory was ahead of experiment in the studies of microscopic molecular reaction dynamics. The effort started shortly after the famous publication of the Heitler-London quantum-mechanical treatment (1927) of the hydrogen molecule.9 One year later (1928), at Sommerfeld’s Festschrift (60th birthday), London10 presented an approximate expression for the potential energy of triatomic systems, e.g., H3, in terms of the Coulombic and exchange energies of the “diatomic” pairs. In 1931 Henry Eyring and Michael Polanyi,11 using the London equation, provided a semiempirical calculation of a potential energy surface (PES) of the H + H2 reaction describing the journey of nuclei from the reactant state of the system to the product state, passing through the crucial transition state of activated complexes. The birth of “reaction dynamics” resulted from this pioneering effort, and for the first time, one could think of the PES and the dynamics on it. Figure 1 gives typical reaction paths for different systems, and Figure 2 reproduces some of the early results of the theoretical studies of the dynamics and the time scale for elementary reactionssin those days, often expressed in atomic units of time! No one could have dreamed in the 1930s of observing the transient molecular structures of a chemical reaction, since the time scale for those far from equilibrium activated complexes in the transition state was estimated to be less than a picosecond (ps). Such a time scale was rooted in the theory developed for the description of reaction rates, starting with the work of Polanyi and Wigner (1928).12 In 1935, Eyring13 and, independently, Evans and Polanyi14 formulated transition-state theory, which gave an explicit expression for Arrhenius’ preexponential factor:



k ) (kT/h)(Q‡/Q) exp(-Ea /kT)



(2)



Quantum statistical mechanics was used in deriving the expression, defining the partition function Q of the reactant and Q‡ of the activated complex. The theory made four assumptions,13,14 © 1996 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Schemes of the reaction path in different classes of reactions, generically labeled by three bodies where A, B, and C represent atoms or molecules.



including equilibration of the activated complexes, and gave an analytical formula for the rate constant with a “frequency” for the passage through the transition state, kT/h. This frequency factor typically corresponds to ∼10-13 s, the time scale of molecular Vibrations. Kramers’ (1940)15 classic work modified the preexponential factor to include friction, but the description of the transition state still is similar. From a classical mechanical point of view, this estimate of time scale is consistent with knowledge of the velocities of nuclei and distance changes involved in a chemical reaction: For a velocity of 1 km/s and a distance of 1 Å, the time scale is about 100 femtoseconds (fs). Molecular dynamics simulations have shown a range for the time scales, ps to fs, depending on the reaction. Experimentally, an important stride was made by the development of flash photolysis by Norrish and Porter (1949)16 and the relaxation method by Eigen (1953)17 to study chemical reaction intermediates with millisecond to microsecond lifetimes. Molecular collisions occur on a much shorter time scale, and new approaches were needed to examine the dynamics of single collisions. Significant contributions were made by Herschbach,18 Lee,19 and Polanyi20 in the development of crossed molecular beams and chemiluminescence techniques to study such collisions and provide deeper understanding of the reactive processes. A large body of results has accumulated over the past three decades involving the characterization of such “before” (reactant) and “after” (product) observables and their relationship to the dynamics on semiempirical or ab initio PESs. The time scale was deduced from knowledge of the angular distribution of products utilizing what is known as Herschbach’s osculation model of the collision complex. In addition to the large number of crossed molecular beams and chemiluminescence studies, an expanding literature of crossed molecular beam laser results has probed dynamics via careful analyses of product internal energy (vibrational and rotational) distributions and steady-state alignment and orientation of products (see the article by Zare and Bernstein).21 To probe the transition-state region more directly, different methodology had to dawn. Polanyi’s approach20 of transitionstate (TS) spectroscopy was an important trigger for many studies. Emission, absorption, scattering, and electron photo-



Zewail detachment are some of the novel methods presented for such “time-integrated” spectroscopies. The key idea was to obtain, as Kinsey22 puts it, short-time dynamics from long-time experiments. With these spectroscopies in a CW mode, a distribution of spectral frequencies provides the clue to the desired information regarding the distribution of the TS over successive configurations and potential energies. Recently, this subject has been reviewed by Polanyi and the author. In section II, we give a few examples from the review and discuss the general definition of the TS. The resolution in time of the elementary dynamics (femtochemistry)24 offers an opportunity to observe a molecular system in the continuous process of its evolution from reactants to transition states and then to products. Important to such transformations, as detailed elsewhere,24 are three fundamentals of the dynamics, namely (1) intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR), (2) reactant-state to product-state rates, i.e., k(E), in contrast to k(T), and (3) the nature of transition states. Generally, the time scale for IVR is on the order of picoseconds, the rates are tens of picoseconds and longer, and the “lifetime” of transition-state species is picoseconds to femtoseconds. Because the phenomena are ultrafast in nature, the sensitivity in femtochemistry is enhanced by orders of magnitude.25 The scope of applications now spans many systems and in different phases, including biological structures,23-30 as illustrated in Figure 3. Several important advances have been part of the evolution toward the fs resolution. The mode locking of lasers and the development of dye lasers31 were essential to the generation of ps pulses and in the applications to chemical and biological systems in the 1970s. Significant contributions in the area of ps chemistry were made by Eisenthal’s group which studied in liquids chemical processes such as collision-induced predissociation, the cage effect, and proton and electron transfer; as discussed below, these primary processes have been studied in femtochemistry. The groups of Rentzepis, Hochstrasser, Kaiser, and others, with the ps resolution of the 1970s, played major roles in the studies of nonradiative processes in solutions; these include internal conversion, intersystem crossing, and vibrational relaxation and dephasing.32-34 The success of Shank and his colleagues in developing the CPM laser in 1981 made it possible to generate fs pulses.34 Also, the generation of a continuum of ultrashort pulses by Alfano and Shapiro32 provided the ability to tune the wavelength. The latest titanium:sapphire laser development by Sibbett in 199132 has taken the technology into a revolutionary road. Finally, the issues concerning problems of sensitivity and spatial and temporal considerations, especially for femtochemistry in molecular beams, have been addressed.24 Essentially all detection schemes have now been implemented: laser-induced fluorescence, multiphoton ionization mass spectrometry, photoelectron and ZEKE detection, stimulated-emission pumping, and absorption (for reviews see ref 23). On the theoretical side, a major step forward was made when Heller35 reformulated the time-dependent picture for applications in spectroscopy, and Kinsey and Imre36 described their novel dynamical Raman experiments in terms of the wave packet theory. The progress was greatly helped by advances made in the theoretical execution and speed of computation by Kosloff37 and subsequently by many others. The groups of Imre38 and Metiu39 did the first “exact” quantum calculations of femtochemical dynamics, and these studies proved to be invaluable for future work. There is a parallelism between the experimental diversity of applications in different areas (Figure 3) and the impressive theoretical applications to many experiments and
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Figure 2. First PES and trajectory calculations for the H + H2 reaction: see text.



systems. Manz, who has played a significant role in this field, has given an overview to the recent progress made in the two volumes he edited with Wo¨ste.23 The coming section II introduces general definitions and the CW spectroscopic advances made in probing the TS. Section III is concerned with concepts in femtochemistry and section IV with applications to elementary and complex reactions of various types and classes. In section V, we discuss some new opportunities, the development of ultrafast electron diffraction and reaction control, and in section VI we conclude the paper. II. The Transition State: Definition and Spectroscopy For an elementary reaction of the type



A + BC f [ABC]‡ f AB + C



(3)



the whole trip from reagents to products involves changes in internuclear separation totaling ∼10 Å. If the atoms moved at 104-105 cm/s, then the entire 10 Å trip would take 10-1210-11 s. If the “transition state”, [ABC]‡, is defined to encompass all configurations of ABC significantly perturbed



from the potential energy of the reagents A + BC or the products AB + C, then this period of 1-10 ps is the time available for its observation. To achieve a resolution of ∼0.1 Å, the probe time window must be 10-100 fs. The above definition of the transition state follows the general description given by Polanyi et al.,40 namely, the full family of configurations through which the reacting particles evolve en route from reagents to products. This description may seem broad to those accustomed to seeing the TS symbol, ‡, displayed at the crest of the energy barrier to a reaction. As stated in reference 40, even if one restricts one’s interest to the overall rates of chemical reactions, one requires a knowledge of the family of intermediates sampled by reagent collisions of different collision energy, angle, and impact parameter. The variational theory of reaction rates further extends the range of TS of interest, quantum considerations extend the range yet further, and the concern with rates to yield products in specified quantum states and angles extends the requirements most of all. A definition of the TS that embraces the entire process of bond breaking and bond making is therefore likely to prove the most enduring.
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K + NaCl + hν f KCl + Na*



Figure 3. (a, top) Schematic indicating the different phases studied with femtosecond resolution, and the area of control studied by spatial (r*), temporal (t*), phase (Φ*), or potential energy (V*) manipulation. (b, bottom) Schematic indicating the reactions so far studied at Caltech (see text).



In CW spectroscopies, the first experiments involved alkali metal atomic exchange reactions, studied at pressures orders of magnitude lower than those at which collisional pressure broadening would normally be observed. Nonetheless, there was evidence of far-wing emission41 and absorption42 extending ∼100 nm away from the alkali metal atom line center. This was indicative of the occurrence of a strong collision43,44 in this case between the products of reactions 4 and 5:41,42



F + Na2 f NaF + Na*



(4)



(5)



In the case of reaction 4,41 wings to the red and the blue of the sodium D-line evidenced themselves in emission. The integrated intensity of the wing emission was ∼10-4 that of the sodium D-line emission (lifetime ∼10-8 s), giving a total lifetime for the [FNa2]‡ of ∼10-12 s. For reaction 5,42 laser absorption by [KClNa]‡, tens of nanometers to the red of the sodium D-line and also a little to the blue, was detected by recording the resulting D-line wavelength. A limitation in both of these early experiments, as for linebroadening experiments in general, was the sparsity of structure in the wings. Early calculations44 had shown that structure should be present, corresponding to the marked variation in density of TS species along the reaction coordinate. In recent work45on the exchange reaction K + NaBr, Brooks’ group has found evidence of structure centered 20 nm to the red of the sodium D-line, when one component of the line, D2(2P3/2 f 2S ), is monitored but not when D is the product. This 1/2 1 structure in the TS spectrum was attributed to absorption of radiation by [KBrNa]‡ reacting by way of an electronically excited transition state. Kinsey and co-workers36 have demonstrated in an impressive fashion that rich structures can be obtained if one starts [ABC]‡, on its path to products from well-defined TS configurations. The free species (the TS) was formed in a narrow range of configurations by laser excitation of a bound molecule (methyl iodide). During its stay in the free state the dissociating species [CH3‚‚‚I]*‡ emitted to quantum states of the ground electronic state, as determined by the Franck-Condon overlap for successive configurations as the TS dissociated to products. In the examples being cited, the TS has been accessed (directly or indirectly) from a bound state that defines the internuclear separations. A powerful method for TSS that embodies this principle is to “complex” the reagents or their precursor prior to reaction. Since the complexed species are a few angstroms apart, following excitation by light the reaction proceeds from a TS to products. In the first variant on this approach, the complex was a van der Waals cluster. The method being described was pioneered by Soep and co-workers using, for example, complexes Hg‚‚Cl2 or Ca‚‚HCl.46 Pulsed irradiation triggered reaction, by electronically exciting the metal atom. This approach has been extended to the classic alkali metal atom “harpooning” reactions, complexed as Na‚‚XR (XR ) organic halide) by Polanyi’s group in a series of papers.47 A significant development is due to Wittig and co-workers,48 who replaced the metal atom in the complex by a molecule that on photolysis aimed a photofragment along a preferred direction, with a somewhat restricted range of impact parameters, at the remainder of the complex. Thus, the complex IH‚‚OCO when irradiated with 193 nm UV released an H atom that reacted with the CO2 end of the complex to yield OH whose internal energy was probed. This type of “spectroscopy starting in the TS” has analogy in studies of “surface-aligned photochemistry”49 where the surface is a “fixed” reagent. Among the most informative experiments using complexes to arrange the reagents in a TS configuration have been those in which the complex existed only as a negatively charged ion. This approach introduced by Neumark50 is a form of emission spectroscopy. What is emitted, however, is not photons but electrons. The emission is triggered by light of fixed wavelength which transforms the stable complex ABCto the labile TS [ABC]‡, resulting in the emission of electrons whose translational energies have imprinted on them the preferred energies of [ABC]‡. These energies are vibrational modes approximately orthogonal to the reaction coordinate and
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Figure 4. Summary of some concepts in femtochemistry discussed in text.



also resonances corresponding to quantum “bottlenecks” along the reaction pathway. The work began with the observation of vibrational modes in the TS of hydrogen-transfer reaction, e.g., I + HI. III. Concepts in Femtochemistry In this section, we highlight some concepts governing the dynamics of motion at the atomic scale of time resolution and discuss the underlying fundamentals of reaction dynamics in real time. Perhaps the most significant concepts emerging from developments in femtochemistry are the following: (1) the concept of time scales, in relation to vibrational and rotational motions (snapshots), and localization with de Broglie wavelength reaching the atomic scale for motion; (2) the concept of coherence (for state, orientation, and nuclear waVe packet dynamics) and single-molecule trajectory of motion, instead of ensemble averaging; (3) the concept of physical (spreading and dephasing) and chemical (nuclear motions) time scales and their impossible separability in the spectra of complex systems; (4) the concept of probing transition states and intermediates directly in real time; (5) the concept of controlling reactivity with ultrashort light pulses. These concepts are outlined in Figure 4 as a summary. The idea of a wave group was introduced (1926) by Schro¨dinger51 in order to make a natural connection between quantum and classical descriptions. The use of wave groups (or wave packets) in physics, and certainly in chemistry, was limited to a few theoretical examples in the applications of quantum mechanics. The solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for a particle in a box or a harmonic oscillator and the elucidation of the uncertainty principle by superposition of waves are two of these examples. However, essentially all theoretical problems are presented as solutions in the time-independent frame picture. In part, this practice is due to the desire to start from a quantum-state description. But, more importantly, it was due to the lack of experimental ability to synthesize wave packets. Even on the ps time scale, molecular systems reside in eigenstates, and there is only one evolution, the change of population with time from that state. Hence, with the advent of ps spectroscopy, employed in numerous applications in chemistry and biology (section I), one is mainly concerned with kinetics, not dynamics. On the femtosecond (fs) time



J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 100, No. 31, 1996 12705 scale, an entirely new domain emerges. First, a wave packet can now be prepared, as the temporal resolution is sufficiently short to “freeze” the nuclei at a given internuclear separation. Put in another way, the time resolution becomes shorter than the vibrational (and rotational) motions such that the wave packet is prepared, highly localized with a de Broglie wavelength of ∼0.1 Å. Second, this synthesis of packets is not in violation of the uncertainty principle, as the key here is the coherent preparation of the system.24 It has been shown in, for example, a twoatom system (iodine) that because its width is 


τd ) 2m{∆R2(t)0)}p-1



(6)



and is on the ps time scale for molecular systems (m is the mass and R is the separation).24 Note that ∆R(t)0) relates to the momentum ∆P by the uncertainty relationship. Thus, the fs resolution provides the required ∆P(∆E), which in turn gives the sub-angstrom ∆R resolution in complete accord with the uncertainty principle. As mentioned before, the key is the coherent nature of the experiment at preparation and probing and the time resolution, which is shorter than the vibrational and rotational times of the motion. A temporal image of the dynamics becomes real in time. We can speak of the motions in the same way that we conceive of them. The beauty of wave packets lies in their simplicity and direct visualization of the dynamics on the time scale of theory and experiment. The nature of wave packets in molecular systems is dictated by the forces of interactions for bound or unbound motion. For bound systems, the structural detail of eigenstates is reflected in the wave packet motion. In fact, because of this relation, one can obtain the potential from direct observation of the wave packet coherence.24 The observed vibrational dynamics are separated from the rotational dynamics because of the difference in their time scales and also because of their distinct vectorial polarization characteristics. For reactive, unbound systems, the wave packet motion describes the processes of bond breaking and/or bond making. For these chemical and biological changes the realization of dynamics from spectra, mentioned above for bound systems, fails. All reactions involve transition states and many possess structural intermediates, and to study these transient structures, one must “isolate” them in time. In other words, the initial or final state of the reaction is not directly related to intermediate changes along the reaction path. This concept can perhaps be appreciated by relating back to the importance of flash photolysis in isolating radical intermediates which have no relationship in their spectra to the precursors from which they are made. The point will be illustrated by numerous examples in section IV
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where reactions with intermediates have very broad initial spectra and the dynamics of the intermediate have no relationship to such spectra. Another serious problem has to do with the complexity of the spectra, due to inhomogeneous broadenings in complex molecular systems. A third complication comes about from dephasing, even in homogeneous systems. In general, we must consider two time scales: the “chemical time scale”, which measures the dynamics of bond breaking/ bond making, and the “physical time scale”, which reflects the process of dephasing or spreading of the wave packet. Dephasing of wave packets can be caused by a very small motion (


ICN f [I‚‚‚CN]*‡ f I + CN



(7)



to define the meaning of bond breakage. When tuning to the perturbed CN fragment absorption, the transients exhibited a buildup and a decay characteristic of the transition states. Onresonance absorption of the free CN fragment gave a rise delayed from t ) 0 by τ1/2 ) 205 ( 30 fs. The time for bond breaking depends on the nature of the PES. In the simple case of a one-dimensional PES, the clocking time is directly related to the repulsion length scale (L) between the fragments:



τ1/2 ) L/V ln(4E/Vf)



(8a)



where Vf is the final potential energy probed (with E . Vf). The potential is repulsive, V(R) ) E exp[-(R - Ri)/L]. The above formula defines the fundamentals of bond breaking: dissociation of the bond depends on the terminal values of the potential and velocity; the time is determined by the energy of recoil (E ) 1/2 µV2) and steepness of the potential (length parameter L). The characteristic time τ1/2 in this case is simply the time for the potential to drop to a value equal to Vf. For the ICN experiment, L was deduced to be ∼0.8 Å (V ) 0.0257 Å/fs). The transition state survives for only ∼50 fs or less depending on the region probed on the PES. This is because its lifetime is given by



τ‡ ) ∆V(R‡)/[V(R‡)|F(R‡)|]



(8b)



and, as in eq 8a, V is the velocity, but now at R‡ of the transition state. F is the force and ∆V is the energy window around R‡. Theoretically, these observations were reproduced with classical-mechanical as well as quantum-mechanical treatments of the dissociation. Even kinetic equations can describe the general behavior of the transients, but, of course, not as a wave packet motion. In general, however, the PESs are more complex and the data are better inverted to obtain the shape. Such a procedure has been developed and applied to the ICN reaction. To learn about the reaction trajectory to different final CN rotational states, τ1/2 was measured for different angular momentum states. The fs alignment was also measured. From these experiments information was obtained on the magnitude of the torque between I and CN (angular part of the PES) and on the extent to which coherence was lost among the different product states. Other systems we have studied for this class of reactions are Bi2, CH3I, ClO2, and C6H5I. Soep and colleagues studied the interesting system of alkyl nitrites (see Mestdagh et al. in ref 1). (2) CoValent-to-Ionic Resonance along the Reaction Coordinate. One example that illustrates the methodology of femtosecond transition-state spectroscopy (FTS), the concept of localization, and the resonance dynamics along the reaction coordinate comes from studies24 of the dissociation reactions of alkali halides. For these systems, the covalent (M + X, where M denotes the alkali atom and X the halogen) potential and the ionic (M+ + X-) potential cross at an internuclear separation larger than 3 Å. The electronic structure along the reaction coordinate therefore changes character from being covalent at short distances to being ionic at larger distances. The reaction occurs by a harpoon mechanism, has a large cross section, and is central to mechanisms described by curve crossings (ET, SN2, etc.). In studying this system, the first fs pulse takes the ion pair M+X- to the covalent “bonded” MX potential at a separation of 2.7 Å. The activated complexes [MX]*‡, following their coherent preparation, increase their internuclear separation and ultimately transform into the ionic [M+‚‚‚X-]‡ form. With a series of pulses, delayed in time from the first one, the nuclear motion through the transition state and all the way to the final M + X products can be followed. The probe pulse examines the system at an absorption frequency corresponding to either the complex [M‚‚‚X]*‡ or the free atom M. Figure 5 gives the observed transients of the NaI reaction for the two detection limits. The resonance along the reaction coordinate describes the motion of the wave packet when the activated complexes are monitored at a certain internuclear separation. The steps describe the quantized, coherent buildup of free products, with separations matching the resonance period of the activated complexes. The complexes do not all dissociate on every out-bound pass, since there is a finite probability that the I atom can be harpooned again when the Na‚‚‚I internuclear separation reaches the crossing point at 7 Å. The complexes survive for about 10 oscillations before completely dissociating to products. When the position of the crossing point is adjusted by a change in the difference in the ionization potential of M and the electronegativity of X (e.g., switching from NaI to NaBr), the survival of the complex changes (NaBr complexes, for example, survive for only one period). The results in Figure 5 illustrate some important additional features of the dynamics. The sequential recurrences are damped, in a quantized fashion, due to bifurcation of the wave packet at the crossing point of the covalent and ionic potentials, as shown in the quantum calculation given in the figure. In fact, it is this damping which provides important parts of the
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Figure 5. Femtosecond dynamics of dissociation (NaI) reaction. Bottom: experimental observations of wave packet motion, made by detection of the activated complexes [NaI]*‡ or the free Na atoms. Top: potential energy curves (left) and the “exact” quantum calculations (right) showing the wave packet as it changes in time and space. The corresponding changes in bond character are also noted: covalent (at 160 fs), covalent/ionic (at 500 fs), ionic (at 700 fs), and back to covalent (at 1.3 ps). Adapted from the following: Rose, T. S.; Rosker, M. J.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1988, 88, 6672; 1989, 91, 7415. Engel, V.; Metiu, H.; Almeida, R.; Marcus, R. A.; Zewail, A. H. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1988, 152, 1.



dissociation dynamics, namely the reaction time, the probability of dissociation, and the extent of covalent and ionic characters in the bond. These observations and their analyses have been made in more detail elsewhere, and other systems have been examined similarly. Numerous theoretical studies of these systems have been made to test quantum, semiclassical, and classical descriptions of the reaction dynamics and to compare theory with experiment. (3) Ground-State Reactions. For this class of reactions and with similar methodology we have studied the following systems and obtained the rates:



(i) H2O2 f 2OH



(vibrationally initiated)



(ii) NCNO f NC + NO (iii)



C2H2O f CH2 + CO



(B) Barrier Reactions: Saddle-Point Transition State. Our first observation of the transition state in barrier reactions (with



a saddle point) was made in the ABA (IHgI) system, which is the simplest for understanding the dynamics on a multidimensional PES: [ABA]‡ f AB + A. This system is the halfcollision of the A + BA full collision (see Figure 6); it involves one symmetrical stretch (Qs), one asymmetrical stretch (Qa), and one bend (q), and there is a barrier along the reaction coordinate. In the same system, the coherent interference of reaction channels in the barrier descent motion, termed coherence in products, was first discovered.24 The “lifetime” of the transition state over a saddle point near the top of the barrier is the most probable time for the system to stay near this configuration. It is simply expressed, for a one-dimensional reaction coordinate (frequency ω) near the top of the barrier, as τ‡ )1/ω. For values of pω from 50 to 500 cm-1, τ‡ ranges from 100 to 10 fs. In addition to this motion, one must include the transverse motion perpendicular to the reaction coordinate, with possible vibrational resonances, as discussed below.
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Figure 6. (a, left) Potential energy surfaces, with a trajectory showing the coherent vibrational motion as the diatom separates from the I atom. Two snapshots of the wave packet motion (quantum molecular dynamics calculations) are shown for the same reaction at t ) 0 and t ) 600 fs. (b, right) Femtosecond dynamics of barrier reactions, IHgI system. Experimental observations of the vibrational (femtosecond) and rotational (picosecond) motions for the barrier (saddle-point transition state) descent, [IHgI]*‡ f HgI(vib,rot) + I, are shown. The vibrational coherence in the reaction trajectories (oscillations) is observed in both polarizations of FTS (femtosecond transition-state spectra). The rotational orientation can be seen in the decay of FTS (parallel) and buildup of FTS (perpendicular) as the HgI rotates during bond breakage (bottom). Adapted from the following: Dantus, M.; Bowman, R. M.; Gruebele, M.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1989, 91, 7437. Gruebele, M.; Roberts, G.; Zewail, A. H. Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, A 1990, 332, 223.



For the IHgI system, the activated complexes [IHgI]*‡, for which the asymmetric (translational) motion gives rise to vibrationally cold (or hot) nascent HgI, were prepared coherently at the crest of the energy barrier (Figure 6). The barrier descent motion was then observed using series of probe pulses. As the bond of the activated complexes breaks during the descent, both the Vibrational motion (∼300 fs), of the separating diatom, and the rotational motion (∼1.3 ps), caused by the torque, can be observed (Figure 6). These studies of the dynamics provided the initial geometry of the transition state, which was found to be bent, and the nature of the final torque which induces rotations in the nascent HgI fragment. Classical and quantum molecular dynamics simulations show the important features of the dynamics and the nature of the force acting during bond breakage. Two snapshots are shown in Figure 6. The force controls the remarkably persistent (observed) coherence in products, a feature which was unexpected, especially in view of the fact that all trajectory calculations are normally averaged (by Monte Carlo methods) without such coherences. Only recently has theory addressed this point59-61 and emphasized the importance of the transverse force, i.e., the degree of anharmonicity perpendicular to the reaction coordinate. The same type of coherence along the reaction coordinate was found for reactions in solutions,62-64 in clusters,65-68 and in solids,69 offering a new opportunity for examining solvent effects on reaction dynamics in the transition-state region. Even more surprising was the fact that this same phenomenon was also found to be robust and common in biological systems, where wave packet motion was found in the twisting of a bond, e.g., in rhodopsin and bacteriorhodopsin,70 in the breakage of a



bond, e.g., in ligand-myoglobin71 systems, in photosynthetic reaction centers,72 and in the light-harvesting antenna of purple bacteria.73,74 The implications, e.g., as to the global motion of the protein, are fundamental to the understanding of the mechanism (coherent vs nonstatistical energy or electron flow), and such new observations are triggering numerous theoretical studies in these biological systems (see, e.g., ref 75). For the wave packet motion in dissociation and barrier reactions, discussed above, there have been recent studies of the same (or similar) systems but in solutions, and the results are striking. Sundstro¨m and co-workers76 have observed the wave packet motion for the twisting process in a barrierless isomerization reaction in solutions. The findings give a direct view of the motion and examine the nature (coherent vs diffusive) of the coupling to the solvent during the reaction. This ICN-type behavior indicates the persistence of coherence along the reaction coordinate and provides the time scales for intramolecular motion and solvation. Hochstrasser’s group77 has shown that for HgI2 in ethanol solutions the HgI is formed in a coherent state, similar to the observation we made in the gas phase. Their study is rich with information regarding solvated wave packet dynamics, relaxation in the solvent, and the effective PES. Of particular interest is the study of solventinduced relaxation of nascent fragments. (C) Bimolecular Abstraction and Exchange Reactions: Ground-State Transition States. Ground state, bimolecular reactions represented an opportunity to elucidate the dynamics of collision complexes directly in real time and to address the concept of time scales (τ‡, τvib, τrot) in relation to the reaction mechanism, usually described by extreme two limits involving
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electronic (stripping) or nuclear energy redistribution (complex mode). Furthermore, the results could then be quantitatively compared with ab initio potential and dynamical calculations on ground state surfaces to improve our understanding of these abundant reactions. Real-time clocking of abstraction reactions was first performed on the I-H/CO2 system for the dynamics on the ground-state PES:24



H + CO2 f [HOCO]‡ f CO + OH



(9)



Two pulses were used, the first to initiate the reaction and the second delayed to probe the OH product. The decay of [HOCO]‡ was observed in the buildup of the OH final fragment. The two reagents were synthesized in a van der Waals complex, following the methodology discussed in section II. The PES along the reaction coordinate and results (at one energy) are shown in Figure 7. The results established that the reaction involves a collision complex and that the lifetime of [HOCO]‡ is relatively long, about a picosecond. Wittig’s group78 has recently reported accurate rates with subpicosecond resolution, covering a sufficiently large energy range to test the description of the lifetime of [HOCO]‡ by an RRKM theory. Recent crossed-molecular beam studies of OH and CO, from the group in Perugia, Italy,79 have shown that the angular distribution is consistent with a long-lived complex. Vector correlation studies by the Heidelberg group80 addressed the importance of the lifetime to IVR and to product-state distributions. The molecular dynamics calculations (with ab initio potentials) by Clary, Schatz, and Zhang81 are also consistent with such lifetimes of the complex and provide new insight into the effect of energy, rotations, and resonances on the dynamics of [HOCO]‡. This is one of the reactions in which both theory and experiment have been examined in a very critical and detailed manner. For exchange reactions, the fs dynamics of bond breaking and bond making was examined in the following system:24



Br + I2 f [BrII]‡ f BrI + I



(D) Isomerization Reactions. For systems with a large number of degrees of freedom (N), the situation is more complex. First, perpendicular to the reaction coordinate, there is now (N - 1) possible motions. Second, the wave packet may suffer fast spreading as its structure involves a large number of modes. The isomerization of diphenylethylene (stilbene) is an example of such a reaction with 72 modes:



(10)



The dynamics of this Br + I2 reaction (Figure 7) was resolved in time by detecting the BrI with the probe pulses using laserinduced fluorescence. The reaction was found to be going through a sticky (tens of picoseconds) collision complex. More recently, McDonald’s group82 has monitored this same reaction, using multiphoton ionization mass spectrometry, and found the rise of I (and I2) to be, within experimental error, similar to the rise of BrI (Figure 7). They proposed a picture of the PES for the dynamics. With molecular dynamics simulations, comparison 24 with the experimental results indicated the trapping of trajectories in the [BrII]‡ potential well; the complex is a stable molecular species on the picosecond time scale. Gruebele, et al. (see ref 24) drew a simple analogy between collision (Br + I2) and half-collision (hν + I2) dynamics based on the change in bonding and using frontier orbitals to describe it. More recently, S. Yabushita (private communication; see also ref 115 discussed below) has considered the effect of spin-orbit coupling on the PES and found evidence for a conical intersection involving the two spin-orbit channels. We plan further MD studies on this surface. Other bimolecular reactions of complex systems, such as those of benzene and iodine and acid-base reactions, will be discussed below. Currently, we are examining the inelastic and reactive collisions of halogen atoms with polyatomics (e.g., CH3I). Other groups at NIST and at USC have studied a new class of reactions: O+CH4 f [CH3OH]‡ f CH3 + OH (ref 83) and H + ON2 f HO + N2 or HN + NO (ref 84).



The reaction coordinate is usually described by a single motion about the double bond (torsional angle θ). The molecule at the excited cis configuration is essentially unbound in the θ coordinate but, in principle, is bound along all the other coordinates; a saddle-point transition state is defined. The wave packet was initially prepared by a fs pulse (Figure 8). The temporal evolution was then probed by resonance multiphoton ionization.24 The transient exhibits an exponential decay (reaction time) with a superimposed oscillatory pattern. The PES and trajectory in Figure 8 illustrates the molecular changes and corresponding structures. In the twisting of the double bond there are at least three angular coordinates, out of the 72 modes, directly involved: The Ce-Ce torsional angle, θ reaction coordinate, the Ce-Ce-CPh in-plane bending angle R, and the Ce-CPh torsional angle ø. To compare with experiments, molecular dynamics calculations were made by solving equations of motion, starting from t ) 0 and continuing until isomerization is complete in selected coordinates. Two time scales are involved: one for the initial dephasing of the packet (tens of fs) and the other for the relatively slower (hundreds of fs) nuclear dynamics of twisting. The reaction coordinate involves the θ as well as R and ø coordinates, as shown for the reaction trajectory and structures displayed in Figure 8. The total reaction time toward twisting is ∼300 fs. This type of coherent twisting motion is now evident in other systems.62,76,85 Remarkably, this same resonance behavior of the motion in N-dimensional space was also observed for stilbene in solutions by the Hochstrasser group.85 The phenomenon is also evident in biological systems, e.g., isomerization of rhodopsins,70 the key primary event of vision. In a recent work, we have also examined the trans-to-cis twisting dynamics on the fs time scale, covering an energy range of 9000 cm-1 and elucidating the nature of barrier crossing, different from the barrierless cis, of interest for many years.24 The new study separates the influence of IVR and alignment and provides their effect on the microcanonical rates at different energies in the isolated molecule and under stepwise solvation in solvent clusters of hexane and ethane. (E) Pericyclic Addition and Cleavage and Elimination Reactions: TS and Orbital Symmetry. For more than a century,86 one of the most well-studied addition/cleavage reactions, both theoretically and experimentally, is the ring opening of cyclobutane to yield ethylene or the reverse addition of two ethylenes to form cyclobutane (Figure 9). Such is a classic case study for a Woodward-Hoffmann description of concerted reactions. The reaction, however, may proceed directly through a transition state at the saddle region of an activation barrier, or it could proceed with a diradical intermediate, beginning with the breakage of one σ-bond to produce tetramethylene, which in turn passes through a transition state before yielding final products. The concept of time scale, therefore, besides being important to the definition of diradicals as stable species, is
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Figure 7. (a, top) Femtosecond dynamics of abstraction (H + CO2 f OH + CO) and exchange (Br+I2 f BrI + I) reactions. The PES along the reaction coordinate, and the observed rise of the OH from the breakup of the collision complex [HOCO]‡; lifetime τc ∼1 ps. The corresponding structures are noted with emphasis on three snapshots τ0, and tf (final) at the asymptote region. (b, bottom) Similar to part (a) but for the exchange reaction. Here, τc )53 ps, and as shown in theoretical molecular dynamics the [BrII]‡ complex is very long lived (see text). Adapted from the following: Scherer, N. F.; Khundkar, L. R.; Bernstein, R. B.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1987, 87, 1451. Scherer, N. F.; Sipes, C.; Bernstein, R. B.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1990, 92, 5239. Ionov, S. I.; Brucker, G. A. Jaques, C.; Valachovic, L.; Wittig, C. J. Chem. Phys. 1993, 99, 6553. Sims, I. R.; Gruebele, M.; Potter E. D.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1992, 97, 4127. Wittig, C.; Zewail A. H. In Chemical Reactions in Clusters; Bernstein, E., Ed.; Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1996.



crucial to the nature of the reaction mechanism: a concerted one-step process vs a two-step process with an intermediate. The fundamental issues discussed here are encapsulated in the following questions: Given the time scale of the nuclear motion, what is meant by concertedness, and what does simultaneous bond breakage or formation really mean? Experimental and theoretical studies have long focused on the possible existence of diradicals and on the role they play in



affecting the processes of cleavage, closure, and rotation. The experimental approach is based primarily on studies of the stereochemistry of reactants and products, chemical kinetics, and the effect of different precursors on the generation of diradicals. The time “clock” for rates is internal, inferred from the rotation of a single bond, and is used to account for any retention of stereochemistry from reactants to products. Theoretical approaches basically fall into two categories: those
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J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 100, No. 31, 1996 12711 Considering the dynamics of nuclei near the top of the barrier, it is impossible at these velocities to obtain the observed time scales if a wave packet is moving translationally on a “flat”, one-dimensional surface. For example, over a distance of 0.5 Å, which is significantly large on a bond scale, the time in the transition-state region would be ∼40 fs. The reported (sub)picosecond times therefore reflect the involvement of other nuclear degrees of freedom. In the original publication,87 the rates were related to the stability of the diradical species. By varying the total energy and using different substituents, these studies gave evidence that the diradical is a stable species on the global PES. The approach is general for the study of other reactive intermediates in reactions and since then has been extended to cover other classes of reactions. We have completed studies of trimethylene and the isotopically substituted species. Without the fs-resolved mass spectra it would have been impossible to observe the evolution of the parent reagents and the dynamics of the intermediate (see section III). Using the same techniques, elimination reactions were clocked24 in order to address a similar problem: the nature of two-center elimination by either a one-step or two-step process. The reaction of interest is



Figure 8. Femtosecond dynamics of isomerization (stilbene) reaction. Bottom: experimental observation of the twisting (decay) and resonance (oscillation) motions depicted on the PES (middle). The trajectory shown on the PES describes the changes in the molecular structure, and three snapshots at different times display the corresponding structures. Adapted from the following: Pedersen, S.; Ban˜ares, L.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1992, 97, 8801; work to be published.



involving thermodynamical analysis of the energetics (enthalpic criterion) and those concerned with semiempirical or ab initio quantum calculations of the (PES) describing the motion of the nuclei. Real-time studies of these reactions should allow one to examine the nature of the transformation and the validity of the diradical hypothesis. The Caltech group87 reported direct studies of the fs dynamics of the transient diradical structures. The aim was at “freezing” the diradicals in time, in the course of the reaction. Various precursors were used to generate the diradicals and to monitor the formation and the decay dynamics of the reaction intermediate(s). The parent (cyclopentanone) or the intermediate species was distinctly identified using timeof-flight mass spectrometry; the CO leaves in less than 100 fs, allowing for the prompt preparation of the intermediates. The concept behind the experiment and some of the results are given in Figure 9. The mass spectra obtained at different fs time delays show the changes of the intermediates. At negative times there is no signal present. At time zero, the parent mass (84 amu) of the precursor cyclopentanone is observed, while the intermediate mass of 56 amu is not apparent. As the time delay increases, a decrease of the 84 mass signal was observed and, for the 56 mass, first the increase and then decrease of the signal. The 56 mass corresponds to the parent minus the mass of CO. Its dynamics directly reflect the nature of the transition-state region.



where the 2X (in this case 2I) elimination leads to the transformation of ethanes to ethylenes. The questions then are as follows: Do these similar bonds break at the same time or consecutively with formation of intermediates? What are the time scales? Methyl iodide, whose C-I nonbonding to antibonding orbital transition is at ∼2800 Å, is known to undergo fragmentation with the formation of iodine in both spin-orbit states (I and I*). The CH3 fragment produced is vibrationally excited. In both I and I* channels, the iodine atoms rise in a time of less than 0.5 ps. For I-CF2-CF2-I, the situation is entirely different. The bond breakage, which leads to elimination, is consecutive, nonconcerted: a primary bond breakage (∼200 fs), similar to methyl iodide, and a much slower (32 ps) secondary bond breakage. The dynamics of the prompt breakage can be understood by applying the theoretical techniques mentioned above for coherent wave packet motion in direct dissociation reactions,24 but what determines the dynamics of the slower secondary process? The observation of a 30 ps rise, by monitoring I, indicates that, after the recoil of the fragments in the primary fragmentation, the total internal energy in the intermediate [CF2I-CF2]‡ is sufficient for it to undergo secondary dissociation and produce I in the ground state. From the photon energy (102 kcal mol-1) used in the experiment, the C-I bond energy (52.5 kcal mol-1), and the mean translational energy, the internal energy of the fragment was found to be comparable with the activation energy. The (30 ps)-1 represents the average rate for this secondary bond-breaking process (barrier 3-5 kcal mol-1). When the total energy decreased in these experiments, the decay became slower than 30 ps. This energy dependence of the process could be understood considering the time scale for IVR and the microcanonical rates, k(E) at a given energy, in a statistical RRKM description. Dynamics of consecutive bond breakage is common to many systems and also relevant to the mechanism in different classes of reactions discussed in the organic literature.
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Figure 9. Femtosecond dynamics of addition/cleavage reaction of the cyclobutane-ethylene system. Bottom: experimental observation of the intermediate diradical by mass spectrometry. Top: the PES showing the nonconcerted nature of the reaction, together with three snapshots of the structures at t0 (initial), td (diradical), and tf (final). The parent precursor is also shown. Adapted from the following: Pedersen, S.; Herek J. L.; Zewail, A. H. Science (Washington, D.C.) 1994, 266, 1293; work to be published.



(F) Diels-Alder Reactions. The Diels-Alder addition reaction of 1,3-butadiene, the simplest diene, with ethylene, the simplest dieneophile, is a prototype case. It has been central to a volume of experimental and theoretical work and has stimulated debate since 1929 (see ref 88). Houk88 has discussed the nature of the transition state and considered the secondary isotope effect and ab initio calculations to address the issue of concertedness discussed above. For this class of reactions we examined norbornylene (retroDiels-Alder), the product in the addition reaction of ethylene to cyclopentadiene:



Similarly, we have studied norbornadiene, the product for addition to acetylene and for which there exist theoretical and experimental studies of the electronic structure (for an excellent article, see ref 89 by Roos et al.). In the fs-resolved mass spectrometry, we have observed the temporal dynamics of the parent and the intermediates. For



Zewail example, for norbornylene, the parent mass at 94 amu decays to intermediates in 160 fs, while the intermediate mass at 66 amu builds up and decays with a 220 fs time constant. The system was energized by the initial fs pulse, which, as in the case of the diradical system (section IV.F), deposits ∼8 eV of energy (Rydberg/valence region).89 Several points can be made. First, it is clear that the decay of the parent (160 fs) is an order of magnitude faster than the inertial rotation (∼1 ps) about a C-C bond. Thus, the stereochemistry is retained. Second, the fact that we are isolating an intermediate with a finite lifetime indicates the presence of a transient structure which undergoes rearrangement to the final products of cyclopentadiene and ethylene. Third, the “arrows of bookkeeping” of electron shifts is only meaningful if the separation of time scales for electron and nuclear motions is established. This class of reactions is rich in the questions to be asked, and we are continuing further studies of the transition-state region and its crucial role in mechanisms. The work by Horn et al.90 discussed here will be published with details and comparisons with other systems. (G) Charge-Transfer Reactions: TS and Harpoon Mechanisms. An approach which makes it possible to directly study the transition-state dynamics of charge-transfer (CT) reactions was recently reported.91 The entire system is prepared on a reactive potential energy surface and in a well-defined impact geometry. To define the zero of time, we start from the van der Waals (vdW) configuration in a molecular beam, similar to other real-time studies discussed above in section IV.C. A fs pulse induces the CT. We then follow the dynamics of the transition state using probe pulses which monitor either the transition state or the final products of the reaction, using mass spectrometry. The system of interest is the bimolecular reaction of benzene (Bz) with iodine, and similar derivatives:



Bz‚‚‚I--I f [Bz+‚‚‚I-‚‚‚I]*‡ f Bz‚I + I products reactants transition state



(11)



This system (see Figure 10) is unique in many aspects of the structure and dynamics and has historic roots for nearly 50 years since the seminal work by Hildebrand and Mulliken. Mixing of benzene and iodine results in a new color, new absorption spectrum, and a new theory. Mulliken92 attributed the strong absorption band of the system to the excitation of the ground-state complex to the CT state with the aromatic molecule acting as the electron donor and the iodine as the acceptor, i.e., Bz+‚I2-. Several spectroscopic and theoretical studies have predicted that the Bz‚I2 ground state has a C6v axial structure with the I-I bond being perpendicular to the benzene molecular plane. The heat of formation of this complex in the gas phase was determined by spectrometric methods to be on the order of 2-3 kcal/mol, and our ab initio calculations support these values. The product we monitor is the I atom using fs-resolved mass spectrometry. The other product is the BzI species. The initial fs pulse prepares the system in the transition state of the harpoon region, i.e., Bz+I2-. The iodine atom is liberated either by continuing on the harpoon PES or by electron transfer from iodine (I2-) to Bz+ and dissociation of neutral I2 to iodine atoms. We have studied the fs dynamics of these channels (Figure 10) by resolving their different kinetic energies and temporal behavior. The mechanism for the elementary steps of this century-old reaction is now clear, and in more recent work we also studied the effect of solvation in clusters and in solutions. The observed fs dynamics of this dissociative CT reaction is related to the nature of bonding. Upon excitation to the CT state, an electron in the HOMO of benzene (π) is promoted to
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Figure 10. (a, top) Generic reaction path for charge-transfer reactions with both channels of harpooning and electron transfer indicated. Molecular dynamics of the Bz/I2 bimolecular reaction is shown at the bottom (see text). (b, bottom) The observed transient for the Bz/I2 reaction (I detection) and the associated changes in molecular structure. References are given in text. Note that we observe the two channels of the reaction, shown in (a), with different kinetic energies and rises of the I atom (see text).



the LUMO of I2(σ*). Vertical electron attachment of groundstate I2 is expected to produce molecular iodine anions in some high vibrational levels below the dissociation limit. In other words, after the electron transfer, the I-I bond is weakened but not yet broken. While vibrating, the entire I2 and benzene begin an excursion motion within the Coulombic field, and the system proceeds from the transition-state region to final products. Additionally, an electron may return to the benzene cation, leaving I2 on a dissociative potential. The resulting neutral Bz-I then loses the I atom. The apparent 750 fs reaction time actually is made of two components: a fast one (∼200 fs), describing the back electron transfer, and a slow one (∼1 ps), describing both the ionic channel and the secondary Bz-I dissociation. This is an important conclusion pertinent to



J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 100, No. 31, 1996 12713 dissociative CT reactions in solutions (see reviews by Eberson93 and Save´ant94), to CT surface reactions,95 and to future transition-state studies of surface-aligned, photoinduced reactions.40 To give more insight into the molecular dynamics in the transition-state region, we performed classical trajectory calculations. The results, which we detailed elsewhere, reveal that the transition state of CT reactions can be studied at well-defined impact geometries. The dissociative CT reaction of benzenes with iodine occurs with an elementary harpoon/electron-transfer mechanism. The time scales for the CT and for the product (I) formation define the degree of concertedness and, as reported elsewhere,91 are significant to the recent elegant studies in condensed media by Wiersma and colleagues and by Sension.96 So far we have studied the electron donors of benzene, mesitylene, and cyclohexane, and we plan extension to other systems. The above CT systems represent the case for intermolecular electron transfer. We have also examined intramolecular electron-transfer systems and studied the influence of IVR and geometrical changes. This work is detailed elsewhere.24 (H) Proton (Hydrogen Atom)-Transfer Reactions. (1) Acid-Base Reactions. A key point in the measurements of proton-transfer rates is the ability to induce an acid-base reaction on a relatively short time scale (“pH jump”) and to follow the change with time. Fundamental to the proton-transfer reaction are the energetics of the initial and final states and the dynamical structure of the solvent. With fs and ps time resolution, it is possible to study the elementary processes of structural changes due to solvent organization. One of the systems studied in this group is 1-naphthol (referred to here as AH or 1-NpOH) solvated, in a stepwise manner, by ammonia, water, and piperidine. The pKa of 1-NpOH in solution has been determined by other groups to be 9.4 in the ground state and 0.5 ( 0.2 in the excited state. This large change in pKa by the excitation makes it possible to induce the acid-base reaction on a very short time scale. In the solution phase there have been many studies, and together with work on the spectroscopy and kinetics, they are reviewed in ref 97. The system of interest has the unique acid-base structure displayed in Figure 11 and determined by rotational coherence and by high-resolution spectroscopies (see ref 97). It is a bimolecular reaction in solution. In solvent cluster cages, the acid-base reaction involves the following elementary steps:



A*H‚‚Bn T A*-‚‚‚H+Bn f A*-‚‚H+Bn acid-base unequilibrated equilibrated



(12)



The above steps define the processes involved as the system changes from the unequilibrated to the equilibrated structure. Because of the weak hydrogen bond, the zero of time can be defined, similar to other studies of bimolecular reactions in real time (see section IV.C), and the diffusion-controlled processes are eliminated. The reversible process indicated above depends on a finite number of solvent molecules around the solute, miscible or immiscible, and has analogy in bulk studies of acid reactions. The PES is normally thought of as a simple double well. This is because the hydrogen bond is relatively weak, and the configurations A*H and H+Bn are much different. For the ionpair product state, the shape of the potential energy surface is modified due to Coulombic interaction and the solvent cage effect. If tunneling is the dominant mechanism, then the time for transfer will depend on the nature of the potential (barrier height and width), which is strongly dependent on the inter-
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Figure 11. Molecular structure of the acid 1-naphthol with two water solvent molecules, as determined by rotational coherence spectroscopy. The ps and fs transients for three solvents are shown, together with the mass spectra obtained for finite-sized clusters of naphthol in ammonia. References are given in text.



molecular distance of the solute and the solvent (here, the O-N distance). The rearrangement of solvent molecules is also expected to affect the potential energy surface in both static and dynamical ways. In these finite-sized clusters, we reported real-time ps and fs studies of solvation involving the proton transfer.97 The solute/ solvent cluster size changes with n, the number of solvent molecules, being 1 to 21. The occurrence of proton transfer on the ps time scale was observed for the ammonia clusters at



a critical number with n ) 3, while for piperidine n ) 2. The water clusters show no sign of short time scale (picosecond) dynamics for n ) 1- 21, indicating no evidence of proton transfer in these solvent clusters. To understand the nature of the transfer and the role of structural changes, we made the following studies: (1) accurate measurements of the transient decay and its form (biexponential, etc.); (2) the isotope effect; (3) the vibrational energy dependencies; (4) the effect of the number and type of solvent molecules. From these results,



Recent Progress in Femtochemistry which have been detailed in ref 97, we proposed a simple model which takes into account deprotonation by tunneling process, protonation, and solvent reorganization. The time scales for the tunneling phenomena, which we shall address in section IV.I, and solvent reorganization were obtained, relating the dynamics to the nature of the solvent cage structure and its finite size. Important insights were gained. For example, we were able to explain why 1-naphthol is a stronger acid than 2-naphthol and why a certain isomer of 1-naphthol‚(NH3)n is reactive while others are not. The barrier to proton transfer is due to a crossing of a coValent reactant state and a Coulombic ion-pair state. The characteristic protontransfer times of 50-100 ps are well reproduced in the theoretical model of tunneling between two states. It is suggested that the overall dynamics of the transfer is governed by the interplay between the energetics and the solvent effective dielectric screening which determines the strength of the Coulombic interactions of the ion pairs. By considering the rates of deprotonation and protonation and the cluster size dependence, we concluded that the change in free energy with the structural changes shifts the equilibrium toward the acid as the cluster size increases. The critical value found for the number of solvent molecules (n ) 3 for NH3; n ) 2 for piperidine; n > 21 for H2O) for proton transfer elucidates the key role of the local structure on proton transfer, a central point to the argument made in bulk studies by Eigen, Robinson, and others (see ref 97). We are currently involved in further studies of the molecular dynamics under these stepwise solvation conditions in these and other acid-base reactions. (2) Intramolecular Hydrogen Atom Transfer. As discussed above, bond-breaking and bond-making dynamics involve the redistribution of electrons between “old” and “new” bonds or the transfer of an electron (a harpooning reaction) when the nuclei are in an appropriate configuration. In a whole class of reactions, loosely called proton-transfer reactions, the key to the breaking or making of bonds is hydrogen atom (H) motion or proton (H+)-transfer dynamics, each of which also occurs on the ps to fs time scale. The generic description of these reactions involves a reaction coordinate of the type Oa-H‚‚‚Ob, where the light hydrogen nucleus is between two heavy oxygen atoms. With H moving (or transferring) between Oa and Ob, the Oa-H bond is broken and a new one (H-Ob) is formed. This phenomenon, which may involve neutral H motion or zwitterion (H+O-) formation, is abundant in organic photochemistry and proton-transfer spectroscopy. Even under collisionless conditions, the motion may not be that simple. The motion of hydrogen on the ps or fs time scale may be localized, or it may involve nuclear motions with a simultaneous redistribution of electrons in many bonds. The nature of bonding and electronic charge distribution, as dictated by symmetry rules, frontier orbitals, or the nodal pattern of the wave function, determines the reaction pathway, while IVR plays a role if the nuclei have enough time to change their positions in the course of the reaction. Femtosecond time resolution is ideally suited for probing the dynamics in such reactions and for initiating the reaction from a localized (nuclear) wave packet.24 In the gas phase and under collisionless conditions, studies of the initial, intermediate, and final states associated with the H motion could reveal the dynamics in real time. The packet may find its way directly, or it may search through other modes for the reaction coordinate, analogously with direct and complex mode reactions. A prototype large molecular system exhibiting hydrogen transfer is methyl salicylate (MS), whose structure (Figure 12) is either ketonic (before the transfer) or enolic (after the transfer).
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Figure 12. Molecular structure of methyl salicylate and the fs dynamics of intramolecular hydrogen atom transfer. See text. The wave packet position and the two coordinates are displayed. Adapted from: Herek, J. L.; Pedersen, S.; Ban˜ares, L.; Zewail, A. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1992, 97, 9046.



Based on the dual emission spectrum of MS in solution, which was first investigated in 1924, the idea of proton transfer to form a zwitterionic species was proposed by Weller in 1956. Subsequently, a voluminous literature has discussed MS and similar systems (see ref 24). A double-well potential along a reaction coordinate corresponding to the two forms and responsible for the dual fluorescence is an attractive description and could simplify the problem. However, in MS, the validity of the double-well model, which has received considerable attention, was not proven. For example, if a double-well potential description is correct, the tunneling time in the isolated molecule is expected to be ∼10-7 s. The spectroscopy at 4.2 K is not consistent with such a double-well behavior. Picosecond time-resolved studies of isolated MS in a molecular beam by this group (and also in solution by other groups) have failed to resolve the dynamics of the transfer, indicating that such H motion occurs on a time scale of less than 10 ps. The time scale of the dynamics and the mechanism depends on the path of the motion and the nature of the reaction coordinate. The fs dynamics of hydrogen atom transfer in the gas phase under collisionless conditions was studied by a depletiontechnique, variant of FTS (Figure 12). We explored the dynamics from the early fs times to the ps time scale, where the hydrogen-transferred species undergoes nonradiative decay. Within 60 fs, the wave packet in MS evolves to cover all configuration space along the reaction coordinate. We observed no deuterium isotope effect; this is consistent with ultrafast hydrogen movement. However, the subsequent redistribution of energy in the new form is on the ps time scale (Figure 12). The results indicate that intramolecular bond-electron rearrangement involves the molecular framework (nuclear motion
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Figure 13. Molecular structures of the base-pair model of 7-azaindole. The fs transients and the mass spectra for protonated and deuterated pairs are shown. References are given in text.



and IVR); this process is similar to the case of A + BC reactions where bond breaking and bond making occur simultaneously. The potential of the motion is highly asymmetric along the O-H‚‚‚O reaction coordinate. This potential asymmetry, common to many of these hydrogen atom-transfer reactions, leads to wave packet motion on a timescale only comparable with the half-period of the low-frequency modes, but slower than that of the OH reaction coordinate. A description of the dynamics is shown in Figure 12. (I) Tautomerization Reactions: DNA Models. The above picture of the dynamics of a single hydrogen bond can be extended to more complex systems. Multiple hydrogen bonds commonly lend robustness and directionality to molecular recognition processes and supramolecular structures. In particular, the two or three hydrogen bonds in Watson-Crick base pairs bind the double-stranded DNA helix and determine the complementarity of the pairing. Watson and Crick pointed out, however, that the possible tautomers of base pairs, in which hydrogen atoms become attached to the donor atom of the hydrogen bond, might disturb the genetic code, as the tautomer is capable of pairing with different partners. But the dynamics of hydrogen bonds in general, and of this tautomerization process in particular, are not well understood. Recently, we reported observations of the fs dynamics of tautomerization in model base pairs (7-azaindole dimers) containing two hydrogen bonds.98 Because of the fs resolution of proton motions, we were able to examine the cooperativity of formation of the tautomer (in which the protons on each base are shifted sequentially to the other base) and to determine the characteristic time scales of the motions in a solvent-free environment. The first step was found to occur on a time scale of a few hundred femtoseconds, whereas the second step, to form the full tautomer, is much slower, taking place within several picoseconds; the time scales are changed significantly



by replacing hydrogen with deuterium. These results elucidate the molecular basis of the dynamics and the role of quantum tunneling. The molecular structures and some of the transients are shown in Figure 13. There are two possible mechanisms of double proton transfer in these model base pairs: a stepwise transfer from the base-pair structure (b-ps) to the tautomer structure (ts) through an intermediate (zwitterionic) structure (is) or a direct cooperative transfer of (b-ps) to (ts). We have studied the fs transients for the fully undeuterated (NH, NH, CH) pair, at two different vibrational energies, E, and for the isotopic species. For the 236 amu mass species, the decay was fit to a biexponential function giving decay times of τ1 ) 650 fs and τ2 ) 3.3 ps when E ) 0. On the other hand, when the vibrational energy content became ∼1.5 kcal/mol, these rates changed significantly, giving τ1 ) 200 fs and τ2 ) 1.6 ps. This drastic change reflects the presence of a reaction barrier. The observed decays for E ) 0 (and at higher energies) give the rates at which the base-pair structure is changing with time due to proton transfer. The fact that the initial tautomerization is on the fs time scale, when the total vibrational energy is zero, indicates that the proton-transfer motion is direct and does not involve the entire vibrational phase space of the pair. The implication is that the motion can be described as “localized” in the coordinate of N-H‚‚‚:N. Furthermore, the two decay components indicate the presence of the intermediate structure, which reflects the two-step motion in the transfer. The rate of tautomerization can be related to a simple model describing the transformation of the (b-ps) to (is) by considering the motion of the proton in a double-well potential, with the system in either the N-H or the NH+ configuration of the two moieties. In this model, the rate is given by the tunneling expression
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k ) ν exp[-πax2mU0]
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where ν is reaction coordinate frequency (N-H), a0 ) pa is the half-width of the energy barrier, and U0 is its height. m is the effective mass of the particle. Using the measured k and taking ν for the N-H of 2800 cm-1 and a0 ) 0.27 Å, we obtained U0 ) 1.2 kcal/mol. This picture assumes that the distance between the two nitrogens is fixed. On relaxing this condition and averaging over the stretch motion of the N‚‚‚N centers at E ) 0, we again obtained U0 ≈ 1.3 kcal/mol. For self-consistency we have repeated these two types of calculations and obtained satisfactory agreement for the effect of isotope substitution and for the excess vibrational energy. We have also made similar studies on the deuterated structures and observed the decrease in rates due to quantum tunneling (E ) 0). The phenomenon could be general to biological systems and is relevant to Lo¨wdin’s description of quantum genetics (see ref 98 for more details). With the equivalence of the two hydrogen bonds in the static structure of the molecule it is interesting to ask, what is the nature of the process which leads to the dynamical structures? We proposed the following picture. Because the time scale of the proton motion is observed to be relatively short, compared to the energy redistribution, the “reaction center” involves primarily the N-H and N‚‚‚N motions. The time scale of the proton motions, however, is longer than or comparable to the changes in the electronic distribution upon excitation and the nuclear vibrational motions of the N-H and N‚‚‚N stretches. This distinction in time scales allows for the asymmetric motion of one of the protons, and because one moiety is excited, the proton ultimately transfers leading to the (is). A consequence of this transfer is a stability for the second N-H motion and a higher barrier toward TS formation. The N‚‚‚N stretch is ∼120 cm-1 and the N-H is ∼2800 cm-1, giving 280 and 12 fs, respectively. Therefore, on the time scale of 0.5 to 10 ps, typical reaction times, the “asymmetric reaction coordinate” for the two particles is established. Very recent ab initio calculations by Douhal et al. support this proposed model. The process of mutation by tautomerization is similar to the excited-state process described here. If a “misprint” induced by a tautomer takes place during replication, then an error is recorded. Because reaction path calculations of DNA base pairs show similar potential energy characteristics to those discussed here, we anticipate being able to explore the relevance of tautomerization dynamics to mutagenesis. In this area, we are currently examining these and other systems, also in solutions. (J) Norrish Reactions: TS in Concerted and Stepwise Mechanisms. Norrish type I reactions of ketones have been among the most extensively investigated areas in photochemistry. Such reactions have provided good model systems to address some important issues such as the dissociation mechanism, coupling of electronic states, nascent product-state distributions, and concertedness of reactions with multi-bondbreaking events. They have also been used as a convenient source of hydrocarbon free radicals, widely used in organic syntheses, and are important combustion species themselves. The acetone molecule, because of its relative simplicity, has been of particular interest in numerous photochemical studies and for the investigation of dissociation at many different energies. At relatively low energies (λ g 266 nm), the major dissociation channel is the cleavage of one C-C bond which is in the R-position to the carbonyl group, producing CH3CO and CH3 radicals. The CH3CO radical formed does not have enough internal energy to surmount the barrier to further dissociation. However, at high energies (λ e 193 nm), where



Rydberg states are excited, both C-C bonds adjacent to the carbonyl group of acetone dissociate, giving two CH3 radicals and CO as final products with a quantum yield of nearly unity. This breakage of the two chemically equivalent bonds in the reaction of (CH3)2CO f 2CH3 + CO has been intensively studied as a model system for resolving a fundamental issue, namely, do the two bond-breaking events occur in a concerted or in a stepwise manner? The distinguishing criterion between the concerted and stepwise mechanisms has in the past been defined by using the internal molecular clock, the calculated rotational period (∼ps) of the intermediate. From product-state distribution and alignment data the lifetime of the intermediate has been deduced to be longer (or shorter) than the rotational period, inferring the mechanism of the reaction to be stepwise (or concerted). This definition of concertedness is not fundamental, and the direct measurement of the intermediate lifetime with fs resolution is a key to the resolution of the issue of concertedness and synchronicity. Femtosecond-resolved mass spectrometry was invoked to answer these questions and to determine the elementary mechanism. For acetone,99 real-time dynamics of the dissociation, when excited to the (n-4s) Rydberg state, shows two elementary steps for the two C-C bonds with distinctly different time scales for the primary and secondary R-bond breakage:



(CH3)2CO* f CH3CO‚† + CH3‚ CH3CO‚† f CH3‚ + CO



(50 fs)



(0.5 ps)



(14) (15)



The experimental results indicate that the concertedness of the reaction should be judged from the dynamical time scale for the actual nuclear motions of the intermediate or transition states along the reaction coordinate.99 The two elementary steps shown aboVe differ in their time scales by an order of magnitude, and yet both are faster than the rotational period. Therefore, the reaction mechanism would have been assigned as concerted, which is clearly not the case. Castleman’s group (ref 1) has shown slower, and also nonconcerted, dynamics at lower energies and studied novel processes in clusters. For asymmetric R-cleavage, the problem is very different because the strengths of the two C-C bonds are not identical, the vibrational phase space is distinct, and there are multiple reaction coordinates. With time resolution, the evolution of the cleavage could be followed, and with mass resolution, the transient intermediates formed along different pathways can be positively identified. Of particular interest to study99 were the asymmetric ketones, R1COR2, where R1 and R2 are CH3 and C2H5, and for them the C-C bonds are of a different nature. As shown in Figure 14, this picture has roots in transition-state spectroscopy where, in this case, the preparation is into a quasibound state and the clocking involves two channels. For the asymmetric cleavage, the primary and secondary breakage also occurs in a stepwise mechanism with two distinct time scales. The time for the primary C-C bond cleavage is slower for methyl ethyl ketone and diethyl ketone than for acetone. This increase of the time constant for the primary R-cleavage with increasing number of atoms in the molecule is the result of the increased dimensionality of the potential energy surface where the wave packet motion is significant in coordinates other than the C-C reaction coordinate. We found a correlation between the time constants and the number of degrees of freedom, although the impulse in the C-C bond is caused by the σ* repulsion. The secondary C-C bond cleavage dynamics of the intermediates is governed by the internal energies obtained during
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Figure 14. (a, top) PES for Norrish type I reactions, indicating the established stepwise mechanism; see text. (b, bottom) The fs-resolved mass spectra displaying the parent and intermediate temporal dynamics. References are given in text.



the primary C-C bond-breaking event. We considered the energy partitioning during the primary C-C bond cleavage using the impulsive, simple statistical, and RRKM models. The key is the time scale of the cleavage in relation to IVR time scales. We have also examined the primary and secondary isotope effect on the dynamics of these Norrish reactions. Currently, we are exploring new directions for studying the dynamics of IVR and R-cleavage at energies reaching 100 kcal/ mol above the bond energy in the ground state. (K) Other Reactions. With the same approach, we have studied other classes of reactions and these include (i) reactions of van der Waals complexes, (ii) reactions of organometallics, (iii) reactions of the Bodenstein type, (iv) reactions of Rydberg states, and (v) reactions under solvation (dense fluids and clusters). More details regarding these studies by our group can be found in refs 24-26 and in ref 28. V. New Opportunities (A) Ultrafast Diffraction and Molecular Structures. For the studies of complex molecular structures with ultrashort time resolution two approaches have been developed in this laboratory. One of them, rotational coherence spectroscopy, has been



Zewail reviewed recently in ref 23. The second is UED. Over the past 60 years, ever since the pioneering work by H. Mark and R. Wierl, gas-phase (continuous beam) electron diffraction has become a powerful tool for studying the static nature of molecular structures. To capture the dynamics of structures in transition, ultrafast time resolution of the change must be introduced into the diffraction. As discussed above, it has been possible to probe such changes with fs spectroscopy and fsresolved mass spectrometry by exposing individual molecules and reactions and studying their elementary nuclear motion. In 1991, we proposed the extension of FTS to employ ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) for the study of the structure of complex systems. We reported our first successful UED from beams of isolated molecules (CCl4, I2, CF3I), opening the door to new studies of molecular and chemical changes on the ps time scale and below.24 The Caltech apparatus is composed of a femtosecond laser, a molecular beam assembly, an electron pulse (15 keV) and lens system, and a newly designed computerized CCD camera for immediate visualization of the diffraction patterns in two dimensions. Conceptually, the idea is simple. However, for UED, sensitivity, timing, and space-charge effects (i.e., temporal dispersion of electrons due to their repulsion) are some of the barriers that had to be overcome. For example, it was difficult to predict whether ultrafast diffraction could be obtained from a beam of molecules, since the sensitivity would be several orders of magnitude lower than that of solid film experiments. Additionally, the electron pulses had to be generated with minimum space-charge dispersion in order to obtain the desired temporal resolution. Finally, the electron pulse had to be time delayed relative to the initiation pulse, so that changes in the diffraction pattern may be followed. In our apparatus, we use a laser to create, through the photoelectric effect, the ultrashort electron pulse from a photocathode. A second laser is used to initiate a chemical change. The temporal resolution and detection sensitivity were achieved using a new CCD camera design, capable of single electron detection and a high electric field near the photocathode (30 kV/cm). Figure 15 shows a typical diffraction pattern recorded on our CCD camera and presents the radial distribution functions for some of the systems studied. The radial distribution functions, which yield the internuclear distances, were obtained by a sine Fourier transform of the molecular scattering intensities. Data for standard CCl4, for example, gave the characteristic diffraction pattern as was evident from comparison with theoretical calculations based on known scattering amplitudes.24 In the radial distribution function, peaks were found at 1.76 and 2.89 Å corresponding to the C-Cl and Cl‚‚‚Cl internuclear distances, respectively. For calibration, diffraction rings from Al foil (70 Å) were observed to give the characteristic lattice constant. In Figure 15, we display results for C2F4I2 and CF3I. To demonstrate the feasibility of studying reactions, we have used the electron beam and the initiation laser to reveal the diffraction of CF3 radical from the dissociation of CF3I.24 More recently, we have time-resolved the structural changes of CH2I2 when breaking the C-I bond, and this work is in the process of publication. In our apparatus, the time resolution was measured (by streaking techniques) to be ∼1 ps, only limited by the laser (fs) and electron (ps) pulses. Currently, we are studying these and other systems using this second new apparatus displayed in Figure 15. In recent publications,24 we detailed the experimental and theoretical analyses and outlined new features for probing molecular structure changes with coherent dynamics. Just as with FTS, we also included the time-dependent alignment in
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Figure 15. (a, top) Ultrafast electron diffraction apparatus, second generation, built recently at Caltech. The first generation machine is detailed elsewhere: Williamson, J. C.; Zewail, A. H. J. Phys. Chem. 1994, 98, 2766. Dantus, M.; Kim, S. B.; Williamson, J. C.; Zewail, A. H. J. Phys. Chem. 1994, 98, 2782. (b, bottom) Some representative examples of the radical distribution function obtained with the UED apparatus. See text and ref 24. The new apparatus is the work of C. Williamson, H. Frey, and H. Ihee, from this group, to be published.



UED and introduced a methodology for obtaining both groundand excited-state structures. Wilson’s group100 has shown the generation of ps X-ray pulses to study reactions, and with these two new sources we expect an exciting new direction. We are



J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 100, No. 31, 1996 12719 also collaborating with Russian colleagues (A. Prokhorov and M. Schelev) on new electron sources for 50 fs resolution. (B) Reaction Control. In a 1980 paper56 we proposed an approach for controlling the outcome of a chemical reactionsthe use of ultrashort pulses. With the ability to probe the dynamics on the fs time scale, we more recently decided to explore new avenues for this idea. Here, we discuss our effort in the study of population and reaction yield control in elementary systems. (1) Control by Pulse Sequences. Population control of the wave packet motion in isolated iodine on the bound B state was demonstrated using fs pulse sequences.24 The experiments involved the introduction of a “second dimension” to the traditional two-pulse (FTS) scheme. A three-pulse sequence was used; the first two pump pulses prepared the B state, and the third pulse probed the resulting motion. It was shown that this simple sequence of pulses can build up wave packet population on the B state surface with well-defined and controllable phase difference. Delaying the second pump pulse by τ1 from the first introduces a phase shift or angle, θ, completely determined by τ1 and the frequencies of the wave packet ωij. One, therefore, has a control over the preparation process. On the other hand, controlling the probe wavelength allowed us to observe the in-phase and out-of-phase motion of the packet, similar to the IVR case observed in anthracene.24 The sequence used was λ1-τ1-λ1 - τ2-λ2(λ*2), where λ1 refers to the wavelength of the pump pulses and λ2(λ*2) refers to the probing pulse wavelength. Such fs pulse sequences are reminiscent of the sequences we introduced in the 1970s for coherent transients,24 but the pulse phase is not prescribed. Theoretically, the observations can be modeled by using the density matrix formalism or simple perturbation theory, but the idea is intuitive. Hartke and Manz101 have studied the dynamics of the wave packet under controlled conditions of preparation and made a video for the motion picture illustrating the temporal dynamics. (2) Control of Unimolecular Reactions. In this area of control, the first quantum wave packet calculations by Rice, Tannor, and Kosloff (for review see ref 58) showed how a wave packet can be manipulated according to the timing of pulses and the potentials governing the motion. Several theoretical schemes for achieving control have been advanced and reviewed in recent articles by Rice58 and by Wilson.57 On the experimental side, progress has been made in shaping techniques for ps and fs pulses and in extending the generation of phasecoherent pulses from nanosecond to ps to fs regimes. With these pulses, there are numerous possibilities for controlled excitation such as selective control of population, locking of dynamics, and interferometry. For control of a chemical reaction, our first experimental demonstration was made24 on a bimolecular reaction (following section). With fs pulses, Gerber’s group has shown control of the electronic state prepared in Na2 depending on the intensity.102 They also demonstrated that, through multiphoton ionization at fs delays, the ratio of the Na+ + Na or Na2+ channels can be altered. For unimolecular reactions, we studied the control of the dissociation of NaI.103 The aim was to affect the branching of products by intercepting the wave packet in the transition-state region. Control was achieved with the following pulse sequence: the first to pump (i.e., prepare) the system on a reactive surface and the second to take some fraction of the dissociative system, via stimulated absorption or emission, to another potential energy surface. A third laser pulse is used to probe the system and monitor the change. The perturbation induced
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Figure 16. (a, top) Schematic of the different beams invoked for fs degenerate-four-wave-mixing studies of uni- and bimolecular reactions. (b, bottom) Some results obtained with the technique for the dissociation reaction of NaI and comparison with results of LIF. References are given in text.



by the intermediate pulse effectively removes population from the reactive channel at a prescribed internuclear separation, thereby decreasing the product yield along the initially dissociative path. (3) Control of Bimolecular Reactions. For reaction yield control, we invoked the concept of wave packet timing.24 As mentioned before, the critical stage in a chemical reaction, the progression through the transition states, occurs in less than a ps. The coherence and very short duration of fs pulses make them ideal for the possible influence of the reaction during this stage or when the wave packet is localized at a given configuration. Using two sequential coherent laser pulses, we could control the reaction of iodine molecules with xenon atoms to form the product XeI. The yield of product XeI was shown24 to be modulated as the delay time between the pulses was varied, reflecting its dependence on the nuclear motions of the reactants.



The reaction involves the translational motion of Xe toward I2, the nuclear vibrational motion of iodine, and the formation of the transition state by Xe harpooning the I2 through electron transfer:



Xe + I-I* f [Xe+‚‚I-‚‚I]*‡ f XeI* + I



(16)



To exploit the nuclear motions on a fs time scale, we used two pulses separated by a time delay to pump and control the Xe + I2 reaction. The first pulse, λp, created a well-defined, coherent wave packet in an intermediate state, the B state of iodine. Following this preparation, the wave packet could move back and forth with a well-defined period as the internuclear separation in the iodine molecule varies between 2.5 and 5 Å. Some femtoseconds after the pump pulse, a second pulse λc was sent to lift this wave packet above the reaction threshold for reaction with Xe.
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Figure 17. Rydberg-state fs dynamics of methyl iodide, CH3I and CD3I, dissociation reaction. The calculated wave packet trajectory is also shown. Adapted from: Janssen, M. H. M.; Dantus, M.; Guo, H.; Zewail, A. H. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1993, 214, 281. Guo, H.; Zewail, A. H. Can. J. Chem. 1994, 72, 947.



These results demonstrated that the product yield of a chemical reaction (A + BC) can be controlled temporally if the motion of the wave packet toward (direct or indirect) formation of the transition state is timed using pump-and-control coherent fs pulses. The methodology should have applications to other bimolecular (and unimolecular) reactions and to other types of molecular collisions. Because the mechanism of the collision pair of XeI2 is not yet established, we are continuing further studies of this system, but for different initial states of the reactants. With this first success in controlling reactions with fs pulses (the above-mentioned work and the work of Gerber’s group102), we hope to extend these ideas to other molecular systems. There are also a number of experimental possibilities based on the theoretical strategies developed by Rice, Tannor, and Kosloff,58 by Manz and Paramonov,104 and by Wilson.57 VI. Concluding Remarks In a Faraday Discussion review paper, five years ago, several new directions to the field were proposed.105 Many of these proposed studies of new systems and of advancing additional methodologies have, for the most part, been accomplished. However, the advances made have naturally given birth to new thoughts, and we mention a few here. It is now possible to photodetach a negative ion to form the neutral on the fs time scale and then ionize to the positive ion (see the paper by Wo¨ste, Berry, and colleagues in ref 1). This process of “negative, neutral, positive” adds to the ability to study dynamics in clusters. It is also possible to study in real time the dynamics of ions and ion-molecule reactions. A new approach in this direction is the study of Coulomb explosion and ion-molecule reactions by the Castleman group.106 Our



J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 100, No. 31, 1996 12721 own effort in this area will still focus on the negative ion as a source of a neutral launching to examine transition-state dynamics of ground-state reactions.105 The range of schemes to probe transition-state dynamics is impressive, and new schemes are possible.40 The fs probing and detection are realized in various ways. These include, for probing, the methodology of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), absorption, mass spectrometry with multiphoton ionization (MPI), photoelectron kinetic energy and ZEKE, and stimulated emission pumping (see ref 1). Nonlinear four-wave-mixing (FWM) techniques, such as degenerate FWM (DFWM), provide an additional and significant probing method, especially for generalization of absorption techniques in gas-phase reaction dynamics (Figure 16). Only recently has this approach been introduced to study uni- and bimolecular reactions,107 and we expect future applications, including extension to using the impressive pulse schemes advanced recently by the group of Wiersma.108 Another area to be exploited is the use of intense pulses to probe by Coulomb explosion wave packet dynamics at distances of more than 100 Å, as demonstrated nicely by Corkum’s group.109 One exciting development for the studies of organic and inorganic complex reactions (see section IV) will continue to explore other reactions with intermediates and transition states hitherto unobserved. This area is rich with unresolved questions, and we plan many extensions, including new systems and new utilization of fs-resolved mass spectrometry. The coupling with the detection110,111 methodology of electron kinetic energy will surely enhance the range of applications; in very large systems, the ultrashort time resolution becomes critical for channel switching.112 The same approach should be expanding in the studies of surface femtochemistry, especially with the recent development of STM and other probing techniques with fs resolution (see ref 1). There is no doubt that the breakthrough technological advance of the Ti:sapphire laser will continue the expansion of femtochemistry, but now with ease even for the non-laser experts! Have the experiments reached the so-called “chemistry time scale”? In 6 fs, the nuclear motions are indeed those which characterize chemical reactions and molecular dynamics. For reactions, this time corresponds, typically, to a motion of ca. 0.1 Å, and it is shorter than any TS lifetime (deduced by classical and quantum calculations). The 6 fs duration represents the state of the art in laser pulse generation. The energy uncertainty ∆E, although not a problem for the preparation even in bound systems (see section III), should be compared with bond energies; ∆E is 0.7 kcal/mol for a 60 fs pulse and 7 kcal/mol for a 6 fs pulse. So does it help to shorten the pulse further? One may say not, only because the energy uncertainty of subfemtosecond pulses (attosecond regime) is very large (100 as )420 kcal/mol) compared to bond energies. As illustrated here and elsewhere,24 despite the broadening, the pulse can still be used for coherent preparation, and this “avoids” the issue of the uncertainty principle. While sub-femtosecond pulses’ resolution, which is reaching feasibility,113 may be considered outside the “limit of chemistry”, they may prove useful for electron motion and valency. As discussed before,105 for example, based on Pauling’s simple description of the bonding in H2+, the electron will hop between the two nuclei in a time of 2 fs (about an order of magnitude longer than the orbital motion about the nucleus of the electron in the hydrogen atom) because of the 50 kcal/mol resonance energy. The localization length of the initial packet must be on the atomic or molecular scale, still orders of magnitude larger than the scale of femtophysics (1 fm). Perhaps attosecond pulses
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Figure 18. Time scales and scope of ultrafast phenomena in physical, chemical, and biological changes. On the upper side of the arrow of time we display the fundamental elements for the dynamics of the chemical bond, defining the scales for IVR, transition states, and single-molecule motion in femtochemistry. The time scales for the vibrational and rotational motions are shown. Below the arrow of time, examples of studies of physical, chemical, and biological changes are given.



would allow us to see such the process of electron valency (in H2+, benzene Kekule´ structures, etc.) in real time, just as fs pulses make it possible to expose the (nuclear) dynamics of the chemical bond. But there is, at least for now, an exciting area where electron dynamics can be studied on the fs time scale. In atoms, the electron orbit period scales with n3 (n5 with lm perturbation). For n ) 10 the period is in the fs regime. The coupling to the core is attractive Coulombic but the centrifugal (because of angular momentum) is repulsive r-2, and the potential has a barrier (depending on l) for preventing the penetration to the core. For elliptical orbitals, the electron spends most of the time at the outer region, and thus the survival probability is related to the period. In molecules, for large n (large l), the electron does not couple as efficient to the core because of the anisotropy of the orbit and the size. For lower n, the time scale is 10-10 s or shorter, and the coupling to the core (electron-ion collision) produces electronic, vibrational, and rotational excitations in the core. The dynamics of such inelastic and chemical bond changes are very interesting. We have made studies114 of the n ) 5, 6 of CH3I, and CD3I and the results (see Figure 17) are significant in showing the nuclear wave packet motion, coupled to the electron motion on similar time scales. Ab initio PESs of these heavy-element systems are now becoming available.115 Much work in this area is expected and to cover larger molecules. The analogy with Rydberg atoms116 is of fundamental interest. In section V, we discussed the new direction for reaction control with fs pulse timing, pulse shaping, and pulse sequencing. Future directions will include the control of the effect of the geometric phase and IVR, e.g., in Na3,117 the onset of chaotic behavior,118 and the control of rotationally selected packets119 and dissociation.120 Clearly, it is now possible to probe and elucidate the nature of ultrafast phenomena (Figure 18) in
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